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THE SAUCER CREWS--MEN OR MONSTERS? 

Sy ARTHUR LOUIS JOQUEL II 

In th'i few years since the words 11 flying saucer• became a part of 
the world s language and consciousness, there have been a great many 
opinions and viewpoints expressed as to existence--and if their exis
tence is conRidered to be proven, the nature and origin--of these 
mysterious aerial objects. 

For hundreds, or even thousands, of years, obeerv~t1ons and .reports 
have been made regarding theRe objects. Accurate, well-trained, 1m
partial w1 tnesRes have described them, using almost the same terms in· 
all ages and times. There have been sufficient reports concerning 
these objects made by scientists, military personnel, an~ trained civil
ians, to have removed any doubts as to their existence. 

No country on Earth could have built such vehicles hundreds of 
years ago. It would strain the abilities of any country today to 
develop such fly1ne objects, and to construct, teet, and launch them, 
and. furthermore keep their place o~ origin a secret. It seems much 
more logical, under the circumstance!!, th~t the flying discs have t9e1r 
place of orie:1n somewhere in- apace, and vis1 t the Earth for some !"Bason 
or purpose. 

But if there would seem to be no longer any poe!!1ble doubt that 
the flying discs are real, and of extra-terrestrial origin, there is 
still much disagreement among enthusiasts, investigators, and authors 
as to where their place of origin may be. However, if we turn to the 
report made by the United States Air Force as long ago as 1949, the 
opinion is implied there that these objects come from a planet belonging 
to another star. 

The star designated by the Air Force is one which is identified 
by the name Wolf 359--a rather small, dim star, about eight light years 
from our Sun. It is lo~ical that any planets which might circle around 
it would be extremal~ cold, and that life forme which evolved on it 
would have to be acclimated to frigid conditions. Their eyes migllt 
have to be much lar~er than our own, eo as to be able to see in the 
feeble rays of such a stnr. Their stature would depend upon the size 
and ~ravitation which prevailed on their home Planet. 

Arnone the flying ss.ucer narratives and chronicles have been a 
number by persons who claim to have seen the crewe of the diRce, talked 
with with these beings and been given messages by them, or even to 
have been inside or ridden in the ~aucer-ehaned vehicles. These ac
counts have stressed the point that these individuals have apparently 
been of almost exactly the same physical appearance as the people of 
Earth. This is a curious circumstance, and one which has been the target 
of much ridicule and criticism by sceptics. And the fact that most of 
these personal-contact reports are mutually contradictory has not aided 
in clarifying the proble~. 

From what we know about tho origin and devel?pment of life on 
Earth, it is obvious that the development of mans physical form is 
a result of a series of circumstances which it would be almost im
poe~ible to duplicate on another planet. And actually, physical con
figuration is of trifling importance. The mind--that mind which has 
been evolving for long agee-would function eoually well in a physical 
body of extremely different shape, proportions, and size. (Cont.) 

~Excerpts of lecture given before the World's First Flying Saucer 
"'onvent1on·, August 16th, 1953, Hollywood, California. 
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THE SAUCER CREWS-MEN OR MONSTERS? 

It would seem very probable that the physical type of man, as it 
occurs on the Earth, is un1aue in all the universe, Humanoid types
having a ~eneralized resemblance to ourselves-are, of course, possible. 
However, to expect the bein~s from another planet to look like the 
people of Earth-particulariy in such details as fair skin and blond 
hair-seems to show a vaBt amount of conceit on the part of those who 
promule-.ate this concept, Far more likely would be intelligent life forme 
shaped like amorphous masses of protoplasm, tentacled monsters, giant 
vegetables, scaly lizards, or perambulating stones, 

BUT ONE THING IS CERTAIN and sure-beings capable of constructing 
such vehicles as the fl ying discs, and of pilotin~ them acrose the 
w1u<tes of space from one star to another, would have to be much further 
advanced in many ways and 1n many fiel ds than ourselves, While we have 
not yet learned the mas tery of atomic power, they have gone on to hi gher 
stages, and the use of forces of which we cannot as yet conceive, 

And if this is true, then they must have e.dvanced far beyond our
selves in their emotional and mental development as well. The reports 
and observations which have been made indicate strongly that the beings 
in the flying saucers have at lee.st one active faculty .which we as yet 
possess in only a rudimentary stage-and the.t is the ability on mental 
telepathy and thought orojecticn. The actions of the flying discs would 
seem to demonstrate that it is a commonplace capacity among the entities 
that pilot and direct them. 

This would account for t ne tnrrequent viei tat1ons that the discs 
make to certal11 ~rts of the world, ~ticularly those wh1ch are densely 
populated, and where mental radiations of the baser type predominate. 
And it would solve the matter of the reports of terrest r ial-type beings 
piloting such vehicles, and the apuarent ability which they possess to 
speak the language of the person whom they are addressing. 

Having a superior knowledge of the mental sciences, they would 
realize that beings in an immature stage of development, such as are 
predominant on Earth today, would have extreme difficulty in assimilat
ing the fact that extra-terrestrials of hi ~h 1ntell1Rence could extst 
which were totally dissi milar in physical form fro m themselves. And in 
order to avoid such shocks to t he population of the E,..rth, it appears 
extremely likely that these reports have simply set do~ an apparent 
form which the alien bein~ i~~lanted in the individual s mind, eo as not 
to CP.use too much of a disturbance, 11s mil>':ht. have been the case if they 
had reve11.led themsel vee 1ri their o"'Tl l".ctual f orme. 

It has been suggested that the ~lyin~ discs are keepin~ the Earth 
under observat1on, to watch our pro~rese in science and sociology, and 
to see whether we can keep from destroying ourselves with the we11.pons 
which we have created in our fright at each other within the past few 
years. lie may find that we have been livinp in a kindere-arten, with the 
inhRbitante ~f other. worlds watching us with a tolerant amusement as we 
attempt to grow up, and poe~ible helping and encoura~ing us at crucial 
times, such as the present, 

Certainly the idea of an alien scrutiny, either by visitors from a 
einale nei~hborin~ stellar world, or even by representatives of a 
~alactic ~ederation, should not seem either farfetched or fri ghtening. 
But it is certain that we would never be a dmitted to such an or~aniza
tion in our present ~taf.e of development. If we haye not solved the 
problem of prejudices aP.ainst individuals of differing skin coloration, 
~eographical distribution, or reli gious and political nonconformity on 
our own planet, we are clearly not prepared to meet beings from other 
worlds whose diver~ities mi~ht be far more extreme than we could ever 
at present ima~ine. ·· 

(Cont.) 
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THE SAUGER CREWS-MEN OR 1-!0t\STERS? 

WE WILL HAVE TO PROGRESS I!~t~NSELY in intellectual and spiritual 
growth to reach the level where we have released ourselves from chauvin
ism, from superstition, from dogmas and misconceptions, to reach the 
level of world citizens, much lesR cosmic citizens. But if we do attain 
that level, we may find that we already have friends in the universe
strange appearing, possibly, to our uncosmopolitan eyes, but a part of 
the immensely diverse plan of nature-the beings which have been visit
ing us for solon~ in the flying discs, awaiting the opportunity to 
welcome us into a cosmic confederation. 

R E S 0 L U T I 0 N 

By FRANK SCULLY . " 
\'IHEREAS at the First Gonvention of Flying Saucers International, 

held at the Hollywood Hotel from August 16th to 18th, 1953, inclusive, 
it was demonstrated that civilian interest in the solution of the mys
tery of flying saucers· was never greater, anC. 

WHEREAS speaker after speaker brought out information which no official 
body has brou~ht to the attention of the public and 

·;IHEREAS vast sums of taxpayer' a money have been expended for several 
years under various departments of t he U, S, Air Force with most un
aatiRfactory results and 

WHEREAS this research is not a matter of stimulating interest or 
discouraginp. cranks but a me.tter of scientific concern 

BE 'IT THERS?Of£ RESOLVED that we recommend to the President and the 
Conr,ress of the United States that a Civilian ProJect Saucer be set up 
similar to the CCC or the CAC and urge that t he whole matter be taken out 
of military hands and tran~ ferred to a Civilian ProJect Saucer Authority 
which will be a bureau of dissemination not secrecy, and which will co
operate completely with all interested in the solution of this vast and 
mysterious sub,lect of unknown or unidentified ob.lects being pro;>elled 
throu~h our atmosphere. 
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PURPORTED FLYING SAUCER ohoto 
original! v oublished in ~Col
ogne (Germany) ne~.rspaper and 
subsequently reprinted in sev
eral American publications -
SuppoRedly taken· by Flak Sgt. 
D, Ussel on ¥.arch 2lst 1 1950, 
over Y~nument Valley, Ari~. 
(ED. NOT:S::: This photo, along 
with one appearinp; on ourca~er 
is reproduced with courtesy of 
Borderland Sciences Resee.rc h 
Associates, 3524 Adame .1\renue~ • 
San Die~o 16A California,J 
COVER: Little Man" oic
ture also from Cologne paper, 
Believed to be a fake, (BSRA 
guarantees neither of these 
photos as authentic.) 



S P A C E V I S I T 0 R S* 

By JOHN OTTO 

ON THIS CONTROVERSIAL SUBJECT, I ~m not going to summarize and dwell 
on· past eight1ngs. There have been many books written which do an excell
ent summarization as gleaned from tone or newspaper clippings, recordings 
of interviews, etc. I leave it up to each and every individual, the 
problem or going over the reports and in some oases, the following up 
of individuals who have had experiences so that they form their own con
clusions on what the whole thing portends. 

Due to the overwhelming nature or these visits and some or the 
r,idioulous statements made bJ ~ authorities, a general attitude or 
incredible and unb811evahle .has obscured much of what could have been 

learned thee~, past years since Kenneth Arnold first sighted what he said 
looked like disks or · rlying saucers. 

Let there be no mistake about it, we are being visited by an extra
terrestrial source or intelligence far beyond the human concept and they, 
the visitors, are living amongst us now--unknown to the masses. We are 
having contacts made with various individuals throughout the world with 
no preference made as to race, religion, or creed. In these contacts, 
our visitors welcome every question we ask them. Some or the answers to 
these questions are startling to say the least. They state that they 
have no medical science problems on their planets. Illness as we exper
ience it is native to man and his earthly way or life. They state that 
there are vehicles in use on these planets that need no roads as they glide 
over the surface--utilizing forces or propulsion as yet not understood by 
man. When asked about their life span, they state that it is well over 
a thousand years! (With smiles on their faces, they quickly state that 
they or course do not record time as man does.l 

There are several people who have had the fortitude to write and tell 
of their experiences with our visitors. These people are under severe 
criticism and a target fQr all who desire similar experiences, or who 
cannot, through sheer stupidity in reasoning, believe that there could 
possibly be any other living thing resembling man and his supposed supreme 
intelligence anywhere in our galaxy, much lese the omniveree. 

These oontacteee write and tell of their experiences with a full know
ledge that they are being scathingly reviewed and one must remember that 
for everrone that speaks of his contact and knowledge, there are a hundred 
that don t breathe a word. 

The question is often aekedl Why, if our visitors are here, do they 
not contact us openly and make themselves and their purposes known to all? 
They are doing just that, but one nruet put themselves in the position of 
ourselves: acquiring space travel and coming upon a lesser stage of devel
opment than our own on anot~er pl,net. Could we land and walk up to the 
stone age type man and say Hello ? In the very fear of the unknown, the 
primitive man would strike out in self defense before he understood our 
complex language for he would have only one knowledBo--that of himself and 
nothing else would exist for him. Man or Earth is in that state today 
with reference to the degree or ~dvancement of our present visitors. 

Our visitors are not going to give us, on the veritable silver plat
ter, the complet~ mechanical and scientific knowledge they hold. For one 
thing, we oouldn t understand it; secondly, those of us that could would be 
in a position to carry our warlike problems to other habitations in the 
universe. (Cont.) 

* Text of a3dnlss to the Chicago Rocket Society on Dec. 4th·, 1953. 
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SPACE VISITORS 

THE NEXT IMPORTANT QUESTION, now that we know they are here, is where 
are they from? This must be answered through the reports of some of us 
·who have had the pleasure and good fortune to have been contacted. In one 
case the visitors inferred that they had come from Venvs• In tnother case 
the visitors claimed to have come from a planet named Clarion --which is 
not known to us by any other name and is construed to mean that we have 
not charted or recorded this body to date. Still others have stated that 
there are other planets involved. After much research it appears evident 
that man is being visited by not one but a great number of beings in vary
ing forme of development from throughout the omn1verse, and, contary to 
former conjectures, the omn1verse teems with life of every description an~ 
is not eolely .nat1ve to Earth. 

The reasons for these visitors being here in such great ~umbers at 
this time has be.l'n answered somewhat by the reports that mane new d1e
cover1ee and experiments can be detrimental to other 1nhab1tated planets. 

~~~~s!~~Yh:~ i~ ~:~;8~a~ne1~~~~t 1r~!~~~1~~Y~~~:!e~~~~~~1~~~s~h~~!~~t 
problems. 

What can each one of us do to help? We can, every one of us, read 
evaluate everything written or spoken on the subject and related subjects. 
Evaluate .and reason each in their respective way. In the objective re
search in this tremendous new happening on Earth, we have to construct new 
measuring devices and uncover new means of evaluation, for we are dealing 
with· a new dimension and the three dimensional yardstick is not qualified 
to measure these completely new thing9 that are occur1ng. 

We must remember that Archimedes mathematics an~ geometry were the 
parlor tricks of 15 centuries ago. Only a very few were capable of using 
these new techniques for solving practical problems of the day. We, of 
today, have parlor tricks that will be the sciences of tomorrow--and it is 
up to .man to unlock these rusty hinges of knowledge and examine the ~rae
tical application of such parlor tricks that are being investigated (and 
in some cases disbelieved) by such universities as Duke and Stanford, to 
name two. 

Granted a tenure of this planet for our future, we are coming into a 
new age-an age full of the greatest surprises in the form or accomplish·
ments I spir1 tually, phy!!ically, and scientU'ically. Dogmatic forms o.f 

1 reasoning are goin~ to give way to an unfolding and o~ning up of mane 
mind that makes for the greatest adventure of all time! 

In closing, I say that there will be no one man nor one work that will 
tell the complete story of our SPACE VISITORS. Each in his own· way will 
have hie own experiences that will unfold into general kn·owledge. We will 
all accept the present visitations as commonplace as time moves on. In 
general research, we must not consider the. vehicles (flying saucers) or 
space ships as the important issue. We must try to understand and, in 
friendliness, meet with our visitors and try to understand their messages 
to us. We must suppress the desire to examine and learn their mechanical 
developments, such as the craft they use, and try to understand more of the 
visitors and all of the other interests will uncover gradually. 

ON SEPTEMBER 21ST, 1952, a flying saucer was observed over several 
cities in Morocco, witnessed by thous~nds. From Tanger to Marrakech its 
estimated speed was 2,000 kilometers per hour. There were euccese1ve 
EXPLOSIONS at Tanger, Azemmeur, Casablanca, Marrakech--but without effect 
upon the flight of the object. A Mr. Halker, Director of the Revue 'Chan~e' 
(Parle) described the object: "A luminous globe that seemed to travel 
downward extremely slowly without changing neither it shape, size, nor 
brightness. Arter a few seconds, it began to vibrate violently, then shot 
through space and, in an ine·tant, vanished silently." 
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* * * S H 0 R T S H ·o T S * * * 
CONDUCTED IY 
Ne:A L I(EA~NE 'Y 

·- · .. 
A F~ENCH HISTO,~IAN HAS itECEN'TLY STAT'ED ' THAT THE DuKt oF 

8u~iiiiller IIECOR"OEO THAT ON Ai.:L S~ IN'I'S Eve: IN THE 'YEA-~ 14'61 
A <lit liiiHT . OI.JEC T 1 HALF THE SIZE OF THE M'OoON 1 HOVERtb' .. IN THE 
SKY AIOVE HIS IMI'EII) AL COI.ilt'r FO~ ONE H.A.LF HOU~. 

/(S ONE · NEWS COMMENTATO~ ·~EMA~KED, alT. MUST HAVE IEEN AN 
ANCESTO~ OF THE ONES THAT HAVE IEEN FLI TTINll AeOUT OU~ 
I K I E S 0 F LATE • • . 

* * * 
AN ADVANCE I'AIITY OF A 8111TISH•SI'ONSOIIED INTERNATIONAL 

EXI'EDITION TO TIIACK DOWN THE •AIOMINAILE SNOWMAN•, SOME 
IELI"EVE ·THEM · TO IE .MA.IITIANS- 1 HAS A~IIIVED IN IND-IA'·. 

THE IIIOUfO IS I'IIEtOA·~ 'INI IN A. CAREFUL AND SC lENT I F' IC 
MANNER TO COMI THE MT. EVEREST IIEIIOfl!. THIS SI'IIINI ,.011 
TRACES 6( THE UNKN~WN . ~IIEATUIIE . THAT ~AOE STIIANIE ,.OOTI'IIINTS 
.I'HOTOIIIA I'HED TWO YEAIIS AIO IY fill c S 'HI I'TO"N, LEAD! IIi Oi' AN 
' lJN.SUCCESS'FUL 8RIT·ISH. ASCEN_T· OF MT. EvE~~ES:T' IN f951. 

1 • ' • i 

* *. 
JUNILE I'OLICE IN SINIAI'OIIE HAVE SUSI'ENOED THEIR HUNT FO~ 

MALAYA 1S COMMUNIST IUERRILLAS IN ORDER TO HUNT FOil THREE 
HAIIIY 1 LOIN•CLOTHED 1 FAIII COMI'LEXIONED CIIEATUIIES THAT HAVE 
IEEN SCAltiNI IIU'IIEII WORKERS IN PEitAK STATE SINCE CHRISTMAS 
EVEe 

MALAYANS DESCRIIEO THE' CREATURES AS TWO MAL'ES AND A 
FEMALE OF IMMENSE. STATUI'IE WITH A •eRUNTINI• SOUND 1"0 THEIR 

ORAL · LANIUAIE. 
G.M. B~OWNE 1 i!~ANAIEII ' OF · THE TROLAK ESTATE IN PEIIAK, · 

WHERE THE TH~·EE MADE ·THEIR FIR~T REI'ORTEO A·I'I'EAR.ANCE DIS• 
COUNTED A THEORY iHAT · THE THIIEE MIIHT IE RED GuERRILLAS• Oft 

REMNANTS OF THE JAI'ANESE AIIMY ROAMINI THE' ·JUNILE S ' UJ~E WO~LI 
WA~ II. 

•souE THINK THEY AilE ILOOO SU.CKEIIS,• BROWNE SAIDe •soME 
THINK THE.Y AilE IHOSTS. I HAVE NO OI'I .NION WHATSOE.VEI'I.• 

* * • 

,.' 

.. _ ...... 
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JOHN OTTO AND HIS WIFE , RE~ORT OISERVINI A 1 SAUCER 1 OVE~ 
CHICAIO OECEMiE~ ;1 AT 4:10 P.M. 

0URINi SEVERAL SECOND ~ULSATIONS 1 IT CHA·NIED F~OM I~IIHT 
ALUMINUM TO IRIIHT iLUE AND DOWN TO A DULL SLOW, 

11\.FTE~ C~OSSIN& OUR DI~ECT. LINE OF VIEW,
1 

HE SAID, 1 THE 

SHI~ VEER.ED DUE N;ORTH TOWA~D THE GLENVIEW NAVAL AI~ BASE 

AND I ~A~KEO AT . HOWA~D AND WESTE~N TO ~ICK IT U~ AS IT WAS 

.UITE DISTANT AND SLIIHTLY D~SCERNAILE AT THAT TIME,
1 

As IT &AINED DISTANCE THE.RE WERE T~ACES OF O~AN&E AND 

~ED I·N THE COLO~INe, 1 1 CALCULATED IT TO IE AT 4,000 TO 

6,000 FTo IN ALTITUDE, 1 HE SAID, 1 AND MOVINI VERY SLOWLY 

AT A S~EED OF F~OM 86 TO 100 Ml LES ~E~ HOU~ 1 , 
SlliHTINi OF THE "sAUCE~ 1 LAST A FULL TEN MINUTES, 

STREAMERS OF FLYIN& TINFOIL DESCENDED ON THE GREATER 

KANSAS CITY AREA THURSDAY NIIHT, 0ECEMIEJ' 10, ~OSINI •uiTE 
A MYSTE~Y. . , . 

THE •. TINFOIL WAS FIRST NOTED WHEN IT FELL O.N ~OWE~ LINES, 

CAUSINI A SERIES OF SUiURiAN ~OWER FAILU~ES, 

AIR FoRcE OFFICIALS AT FoRIES AIR .BASE, To~EKA, i<AN, AND 

THE CENTRAL AI~ DEFENSE FORCE HERE DENIED KNOWLEOIE OF THE 

STRI~S, WHICH RANIEO FROM A FOOT TO 200 fEET IN LEN8TH AND 
AIOUT HALf AN INCH WIDE, 

* ·* * 
H, , P.ERCY 'WILKINS, A BRITISH ASTRONOMER·, HAS OISE~VED A 

•REMA~KAILE iRIDIE 1 20 MILES LONI AND A MILE OR TIIIIO WIDE, 

THAT CAN IE SEEN AT THE 5,000 FOOT . LEVEL IN THE MOUNTAINS 

ON T!"IE MOON ,o . . , .. 

THE ASTRONOMER SAID THE 1 &11ANTIC ARCH 1 IS UNDOUITEDLY 

NATURAL ALT~qU&~ ~T 1
LOOKS LIKE AN ENiiNEERINI ~QI 1 , 

1 1,T I~S AISOL.UTELY REIULAR 1
1 HE SAIDo · 

1
IT CASTS , A 

S~ADO~ UNO£~ A LOW SUN, AND YOU CAN SEE lHE ~UNLIIHT 

STREAMING IN ~ENEA~H IT.
1 

*· *· * 

ONE CORRES~ONDENT WRITES: 1 THE ~UILISH,ED OISERVATIONS 

OF THESE AEROFORMS AND THE EX~ERIENCES QUIETLY MENTIONED 

WITH SOME OF THE ~EO~LE IN THEM IS LIKELY TO CAUSE .UITE 
I) 1 STIR 1 AMON& ORTHODOX THINKERS IUT FOR THE SAKE OF MY 

OWN HI DE AS WELL AS THAT OF OTHERS I HO~E THOSE OF US WHO 
ARE WILLINI TO FACE THE 1 1M!'OSSIILE 1 WILL IE ABLE TO SAL

VAlE THE MOST ~OSSIILE IOOD OUT OF THE WHOLE SITUATION,• 

* * * 
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.1 

"THE SHAPE OF THINGS TO COME" ia the title of the float depict
ing a flying saucer, entered by South Pasadena in the New Year's Day 
Tournamount of Roses Parade at Pasadena, California. 
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LATE NEWS 

By MAX H. MILLER 

CANADIAN PROJECT -- From the Toronto DAILY STAR of November 11th, 
1953, by Harold Greer: "Ottawa, Nov. 11--The world's first scientific 
flying saucer sighting ~tation is being constructed by Canadian electron
to engineers at Shirley s Bay, 10 miles northeast of here. The work of 
'Pro~ect Magnet'-- code name for the secret development of a flying disc 
powered by electromagnetic propulsion--the station 1s being eauipped 
with every conceivable type of recording device in the hope of obtaining 
the sc1ent1f1c measurem~nts necessary to prove or disprove the exist-
ence of fly1np, eaucers. " 

1 The article P.Oes on to say: 'Project Magnet researchers have found 
that fly1nlf saucer reports come 1n flurries about two years and two 
months apart. It may or may not be s1gn1f1cant that they have occured 
when the planet Mars has been 1n opposition to the earth and that r?.ports 
are most freouent when l-Iars reaches its close!'t point to the earth. 

Wilbur B: Smith, head of the project, told the (~anad1an) CP wire 
service: Scientists do not believe there is any

11
real proof that flying 

saucers exist or are interplanetary. However, there is ~ hi gh der.ree 
of probability that they do exist and are interplanetary. 

Mr, Smith told the ~oronto DAILY STAR that there 1s a 90 to 95 per 
cent probl\b1li ty that the ,ny1n~ saucers do exist:_ 60% probability that 
they are allen vehicles, 10% probability that they ori ginate here on 
Earth, and a 30% probability that they are inconceivable to man--such as 
some

11
form of time travel involving a form of life other than protoplasw. 
Since the saucer bel.evers are 1n a minority 1n official circles, 

the STAR ~oes on to say, it is not likely that any official information 
on sighting reports will be publicized, unless and until science is able 
to produce a conventional explanation which covers almost all c·ases. It 
is generally agreed that the avera~e layman would conclude frow the more 
dramatic si ~>:hting report~ that flying. sa';cers do indeed exist. 

ALBERT K. BENDER, PRESIDENT of the International Flying Sa\foer Bureau 
of Br1~report, ~onn., in the last issue of their publication, Space 
Review (p~blicl\tion has been discontinued), gave this STATEMENT OF 
IMPORTANCE -- The mystery of the flyin~ saucers is no longer a mystery, 
The source is already known, but any information about this is being 
withheld by orders from a higher source. We would like to print the full 
story in Space Review, but because of the nature of ~he information we 
are sorry that we have been advised in the nep.ativf,• 

. Mt• Bender told the Bridgeport SUNDAY HERALD: 'Three men wearing dark 
suits came to his

11
home, flashed creQentials showing them to be repre

centat1ves of the higher authority, and asked h1m
11
many ouestions about 

the IFSB, Before t~ey left, he said they told him not roughly, but stern
ly and emphatically to stop publishing flying saucer .nformat1on, Arter 
the visit of the three men, Bender 1s frank to admit, I was scared to 
death and actually couldn't eat for a couple of days." 

'lhen we queried the Air Force, we received the following reilY from 
let Lt. R, C, White (on the Department of Defense letterhead): With 
respect to your ouest1on as to whether the Air Force has any adverse 
feelings towards "c1v1li1an 'saucer' research groups, we most certainly 
do not, On the contrary, we welcome any authentic and concrete evidence 
which they may be able to supply us," 

* * * 
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LATE NEVS (Cont. ) 

SPEAKING OF THE AIR FORCE, their latest report on· flying saucers 
tells us in· part: 

. "THE MAJORITY OF THE SIGHTINGS could be accounted for as misinter-
pretations of conventional objects, such as balloons and aircraft. Others 
could be explained as meteorological phenomena or light reflections from 
crystalized particles in the upper atmosphere. Some were determined to be 
hoaxe~. However, there still remained a few unexplained sightings. 

The Air Force has stated in the past, and reaffirms at the present 
time, that unexplained aerial phenomena are not a secret weapon·, missle, 
or aircraft developed by the United States. None of the three military 
departments nor any other agency in the Government is conducting experi
ments, classified or otherwise, with flying objects which could be a basis 
for tue reported phenomena, 

By the same token, no authentic physical evidence has ~en received 
establishing the existence of enace shins from other planets. 

(EDITOR'S NOTE: The last paragraph. is especially interesting. Note 
" " · k " the word physical when they say: no authentic pby~ ~yidence, 

Also note the nlurals in: eoace ehipe from other planets. ) . *. *- * -
SILAS M. NEWTON and Leo A. GeBauer were found guilty on all counts 

of a 0250,000 "doodlebug" swindle against Herman A. F~ader of Denver on 
December 29, 1953, according to the Denver POST, and . faced prison terms 
of up to 30 years after they were 'ound guilty of confidence game and con
spiracy to commit confidence game. The jury required only one bal~oy 
on each count. Newton had no comment, but GeBauer to~d reporters: I 11 
win this thing if it costs me a half mi~lion dollars. Edward Lehman, 
Deputy District Attorney, told"us that Flying Saucers played a minor 
role in testimony in the case, Judge Frank E, Hickey gave tbe pair 30 
days to petition the court for a ~ew tria; before sente.nce is imposed. 

MISCELLANEOUS -- John Otto of Chicago is our newly appointed Director 
of Investigation • • • George Adamski has completed his second b?.ok on 
flying saucers •• A T. Werner Laurie Ltd of London report that 'Flying 
Saucers Have Landed by Leslie and Adamski sold about 23,000 copies in 
England and the American edition is hot on their heels as of as of early 
December • • • Repot;ts are coming in of tlying saucers seen over Bermuda 
at the time of the Big Three Conference early last December ••• 
Spheres, Inc. ·is a California corporation composed of a number of scien
tists, engineers, and technicians with a prime objective of developing 
an experimental electro-magnetic aircraft, reports William D, Roch, Public 
Relations Director ••• The Hamilton Watch Co, has develoned a clock that 
tells simultaneously the time, month, and year on both Earth and Mare. 
The clock has four dials and is electrically operated • • • We request 
with deepest concern that anyone who haa sE!en a flying. saucer, or, who has 
any first hand information on the subject to write: Project A, Ohio 
Northern University, Ada, Ohio • . They are making a full investigation of 
the subject and urgently need the information· so that they may issue a 
complete report of their study at the earliest date. Thank you ••• 
The British SUNDAY DISPATCH of September 13th, 1953 reports that a flyi:~~g 
saucer "was seen over Tangmere aerodrome, just as (Neville) Duke was about 
to take off for his rec~rd-breaking fli~ht. And, say eye witnesses, it 
weny faster than DukeL by a long chalk " ••• At Dieppe, France on Jan. 
7, 54, according to neuters News Service, a mysterious explosion rocked 
the area, breaking windows, ~asting open doors, and waking inhabitants. 
Several minutes preceding the exp~osion, an unusual flash was observed in 
the sky up tljl 50 miles distant. " A railwayman at Orchiee, near the Bel
gian border, the article says, said he saw a fier,y dtac in the sky moving 
a great speed at the time of the Dieppe explosion. 
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THE FOLLOWING BOOXS may be obtaine~ throu«h this organization: * * ~- I 

"FLYING SAUCERS FROM 0~ SPACJ:~. by Dona;L!i _:&:. ~:t~oe (13.00) 
"I ROD:&: A FLYING SAUCJ:R11 ~ George 11. Vari Te.IJf&l t l.op} 
"BJ:HIND THE PLYING SAUCERS by Frank S.oully {12.95 · .. . 
"FLYING SAUCERs HA:VJ: ~ED" by ·D. Leslie~ & G. Adamski ' (13.50)_ 
."THE MUCERS 8~11 bj G. H. 1f'ill1,am & A. C. j1l.ey. (PrintiP,E· . · . 

unfortunately delayed-~11 be ·out shortly! 2.00 paper,' ,2.5,0 o;Loth) 
"THE BOOXS· 011' ·CHARLES FORT (1125 pages~t6.00 . . 

PU"BLICATION 'S 

:·THE FOLLoWING ARE VARIOUS publ1cat1ons on· f;Lylng sauoers. '1fben 
or~ering oopies do not write us, but the address given. 

· "THE S.A.UCERIAN"--35¢ each, 6 issues 11.501 Gray Barker, Box 981, 
Clarlrsburg·, Vest Vtrginia 11 · 

·. "'FLYING !!AUCER REVI_EW -:tO¢ each, 6 ' issues h~oo: .Flying Sauoer 
Resetrcher~r, G. -P. -~.!J_Box 853~ Brooklyn 1, New· York. 

FLYING· SAUCER .L'Uio'WI:I 11 , ~ Cluarterly~6d each, 2/6d per imnuml Flying 
Sauowr Club, 42 Rotlfbur:r Road, Hove 3, Sussex, E~land. . 

·FLYING SAUCERS , Cli.iarterly--5/:- per annum! Civi~ian Saucer 
Inve;tigat1on, P. ~. Box 1914, Auoklan~, New Z8aland. ( ) 

.AUSTRALIAN ·FL:(ING'-SAUCER MAGAZINE , Cluarterly-2/-· ?5,t each, 
8/0 (ll.OO) per annum: Australian Flying Sauoe'r Bureau, 3 Fergus~m 
Avenve1• Fair,ield. ·N. s. w., Australia. 

OuRANOS ~6 issues 50¢: Markham H'ouse Press, Ltd.-, 31, Xing 1 s 
Road ,. London', S. 11 • . 3 , England. 
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Flying Saucers International 
P. o .• Box 34, · Preuss' Station 
Los Angeles 35, · california 

Return Postage Guaranteed 
Printed Matter · Only 

PSALMS, 181101 "And he rode upon a aherub, and did fly! yea, 
he did fly upon the wings of the wind. 

• 
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